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Abstract: Phenotypic studies require large datasets for accurate inference and prediction. Collecting1
plant data in a farm can be very labor intensive and costly. This paper presents the design, architecture2
(hardware and software) and deployment of a distributed modular agricultural multi-robot system3
for row crop field data collection. The proposed system has been deployed in a soybean research4
farm at Iowa State University.5
Keywords: Field Robotics, Multi-robot System6
1. Introduction7
Phenomics, an emerging science discipline, can be defined as the amalgamation of different8
sensors, platforms, and techniques to collect deep phenotypic data to characterize individuals at9
multiple temporal and spatial scales at different organization scales (ranging from cellular to ecosystem10
zones). Plant phenomics relies on the integration of plant sciences, engineering and data analytics; and11
gives insights not available through conventional experimental methodologies.12
Recent research has demonstrated the application of phenomics assisted breeding to increase the13
rate of genetic gain [1]. Plant breeding enabled genetic gain or improvement is fundamental to meet14
our growing demand for food. Similarly, plant phenomics is essential to accelerate our understanding15
of plant responses to various biotic and abiotic stimuli and stresses by drawing a connection to their16
genetic constitution. However, implementation of phenomics in plant breeding and sciences operations17
requires: (1) collection of large datasets which are difficult to acquire in field settings [2], (2) automated,18
timely and cost effective data [3]. Although aerial based systems have been deployed to improve the19
throughput capability of phenotyping [4,5], these platforms are unable to capture information on few20
architectural and developmental traits, which are some of the most important traits for growth and21
development. Without inter-disciplinary plant phenomics, traits such as these would require extensive22
human labor, which limits throughput and adds cost. Additionally, human measurements are prone23
to error that can be mitigated with plant phenomics techniques. Therefore, a robotic system that can24
enable seamless data collection of these traits would empower plant scientists to begin unraveling25
their genetic mechanisms to meet the needs of human population and its lifestyles.26
Several agricultural robots have been developed in the recent past. Unlike industrial robots, the27
challenges for robots in agriculture are diverse. First, agricultural fields do not have structured and28
controlled environment, in contrast to industrial facilities. Second, agricultural robots operate on29
farms with infrastructure and operating conditions different from industrial robots. Third, industrial30
processes can be designed by modules to complete particular tasks by a particular robot, whereas the31
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complex tasks in agriculture sometimes cannot be split into simple actions. Due to the aforestated32
reasons, agricultural applications require more versatile and robust robots.33
One of the earliest robots deployed in agricultural applications was the German BoniRob [6]. This34
robot was initially developed by AMAZONEN-WERKE together with the Osnabruck University of35
Applied Sciences, Robert Bosch GmbH and other partners, and is now a part of Deepfield Robotics,36
a Bosch start-up company. BoniRob was developed to eliminate some of the most tedious tasks in37
modern farming, plant breeding, and weeding. Many universities have developed their own robots,38
for example, the multi-purpose Small Robotic Farm Vehicle (SRFV) from Queensland University of39
Technology, Australia [7]. This modular design allows the SRFV to undertake a range of agricultural40
tasks and experiments, including harvesting, seeding, fertilizing and weeding management. Another41
example is the Thorvald II [8], a completely modular platform both on the hardware and the software42
side. It can be reconfigured to obtain the necessary physical properties to operate in different43
production systems, for example, tunnels, greenhouses and open fields. Another example of a44
university-developed agricultural robot is the Phenobot 1.0 [9] from Iowa State University. It is an45
auto-steered and self-propelled field-based phenotyping platform for tall dense canopy crops.46
Companies that work on commercial robots exists as well. For the open field, there is the ANATIS47
from Carre, the Robotti from AGROINTELLI and Asterix from Adigo[10]. Ecorobotix is developing a48
solar powered robot for ecological and economical weeding of row crops, meadows and intercropping49
cultures, while Naio technologies has developed the robots OZ, BOB, TED and DINO. Other robots50
are designed for greenhouses. One example is the fully-automatic S55 spray robot by Wanjet, Sweden.51
The robots described above are a representative subset of existing technology.52
An important challenge with phenotypic studies is the use of heavy equipment [6,9] in the53
fields. The large weight of tractors causes soil compaction, which has several negative consequences,54
including lower yields and more extensive flooding [11,12]. Therefore, farm machines should be55
lightweight. This is made possible by introducing lightweight mobile robots in farms. As autonomous56
robots can work autonomously without the need of a human supervisor, several smaller robots can be57
used to replace heavy tractor, without affecting the throughput.58
Another issue for the robots mentioned above is their fairly fixed physical appearance. Although59
some of the robots have a few reconfigurable features, for example, BoniRob [6] can for instance change60
its track width, and Thorvald II [8] can be reconfigured to obtain the necessary physical properties61
to operate in different production systems, there exists no methodology to build custom agricultural62
data-collection robots from off-the-shelf robots for phenotyping studies.63
In this paper, we present the design, construction and deployment of a lightweight distributed64
multiple robot system for row crop phenotypic data collection. The paper is organized as follows.65
Section 2 elaborately describes the design of the robots, including software and system architecture.66
Section 3 details the experimental field setup. Section 4 presents our conclusions.67
2. Materials and Methods68
Fig 1 shows a schematic of the deployment of the ground robotic system presented in this paper.69
The autonomous phenotyping system consists of 2 parts:70
1. Smaller light weight robots equipped with low resolution sensors that acquire frequent71
measurements, and infer changes that take place at small-time scales. We refer to them as72
rover.73
2. A big robot carrying high resolution sensors for accurate plant disease detection and analysis of74
spread of disease. We refer to it as Modular Autonomous Rover for Sensing MARS.75
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Figure 1. Deployment strategy of robotic phenotyping system
In the remaining part of the section, we provide details regarding the rover and the MARS.76
2.1. Robot Configurations77
2.1.1. System Requirements for Rover78
For phenotyping studies in row crop field, the critical requirement of the robot is that it must79
fit in between two crop rows and take images without running over the crops. The target soybean80
plants can grow up to 60cm. The robot must be able to carry a 1 Megapixels RGB camera at 120cm81
height. Uneven ground and small obstacles should not affect the camera view angle and image quality.82
The robot has to work in conditions when the ground is damp and muddy. It should maintain high83
mobility in such condition. The robot also needs to have enough power to be able to navigate the84
entire field. It must navigate in the field autonomously with minimum human interaction. However, a85
human operator should be able to override or stop the robot if necessary. The collected images have to86
be processed on-board with geo-tag and timestamp, and transmitted to a computer.87
Figure 2. The figure on the left shows the rover. The figure on the right shows the rover in the field
taking images of the canopy.
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Fig 2 shows the rover. The platform is based on a SuperDroid LT2 sold by SuperDroid Robots.88
The length of this rover’s base is 67cm and the width is 42cm. With a ground clearance of 13cm, the89
robot can handle most terrains with its aggressive all terrain treads. The weight of this robot is 25kg.90
With most of it’s weight on its base, the robot does not tilt or tip easily in the out-door environment.91
With the height of 120cm, we are able to mount the imaging sensor anyway in the range of 80 to 120cm.92
The robot can handle 25kg of additional payload. Pair of tracks driven by the two gear motors can93
provide a maximum speed of 83m/min. Two 12 Volt 7.2 Ah lead acid batteries in series can provide 294
hours of lifetime in one charging cycle. Fully recharging the batteries takes 0.8 hour.95
The imaging system is attached to the metal frame by using a L-shape bracket and an extension96
aluminum support. The height of the system is adjustable between 80cm and 120cm. To keep the97
camera steady to obtain stable images, a 3D gimbal is utilized. The camera will always maintain98
a straight down view of the ground, even when the robot base is tilted caused by uneven ground.99
Images from on-board camera can be processed efficiently through the strong computing power of100
Raspberry Pi.101
2.2. MARS102
The rovers communicate with MARS through the communication layer, presents in section. MARS103
can acquiring hyperspectral images of selected IDC plants with an onboard Resonon Pika xc camera.104
It helps to reinforce beliefs about disease propagation, reducing uncertainty of path planning, and105
provides plant scientists with high quality data to further understanding of the nature of disease. Based106
on its unique design, MARS creates an artificial imaging environment over each plant, thus ensuring107
noise-free and consistent images, with an imaging speed of 2 minutes per plant. The hyperspectral108
data-cube is stored in a dedicated DL(deep-learning) computing platform on MARS which runs109
deep-convolutional neural networks using dedicated GPUs on the data to infer spatio-temporal110
progression of the disease. The waypoints are generated by an online importance sampling algorithm111
developed which minimizes the prediction error at the next step under measurement constraints. In112
this section we present the design of the MARS.113
We formulate the design requirements for such a robot, and give a detailed discussion on114
realization of such a design. The dynamics of the robot is represented in the state space form and a115
brief abstraction is provided through a control flow diagram for the auto-steer system with a unique116
feature that provides the option for parallel user input for increased safety and more flexible decision117
making. It is then used in an opportunistic sensing scheme for taking high level decisions that makes118
decision on which region of the crop farm to move next.119
2.2.1. Design requirements for MARS120
The MARS must either fit within two crop rows or straddle a number of crop rows without causing121
any damage to the crops themselves. The MARS must be able to tread cultivated land containing122
previous season crop residue and various other small obstacles not exceeding 5” in height. Small123
obstacles must not affect the smooth and consistent operation of the MARS with regards to picture124
quality or tilting/tipping. The MARS must be able to work in conditions where the ground is damp125
and slippery. This requirement must be fulfilled in two terms. MARS should not lose traction, getting126
stuck in the mud and becoming immobile, and the components that make the MARS functional should127
remain undamaged and operable. The MARS must be able to traverse a field where parts of the field128
may have a grade. The maximum field grade that the MARS must be able to traverse is 30. In terms of129
power requirement, MARS must have enough power to climb the required grade, maximum grade130
being set as 30 degrees without tipping over while treading. The MARS must be able to traverse fields131
and operate for about 6 hours continuously. The MARS must be able to navigate through the field132
and through the crop rows, taking pictures of soybean plants, by working off of GPS start and end133
coordinates that will also be used to geotag each picture. The MARS must operate smoothly, take a134
photograph, and then restart smoothly. The MARSs operation must be completely automated. At135
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the same time a human operator shoul be able to override its operations, if needed. The MARS must136
perform all of its functions and gather the data independently.137
2.2.2. System overview138
Keeping in mind the design requirements we propose a conceptual design as shown in fig 3.139
1- Steering wheel for manual steering140
2- Mounting for computation equipment, laptops, etc.141
3- Platform for raising the entire imaging system upwards from the MARS142
4- Frame for shading143
5- Mounting point for camera system144
6- Screw system for vertical movement of imaging system145
7- Stepper servo for horizontal movement of imaging system146
8- Fuel cylinder147
9- Hydraulic pump148
10- Tank or reservoir for hydraulic circuit149
11- Linear actuators for raising the imaging system out of the MARS150
12- Location of single sided hydraulic ram for steering151
The length of the MARS is3.78m and the span of is 1.86m so that it could span over two consecutive152
rows.153
Figure 3. Conceptual design showing interest points
The primary components of the MARS and each of their functions is summarized as in fig 4154
2.2.3. Transmission and actuators155
Due to the high power density of hydraulic drive systems the vehicle is chosen to be a two wheel
hydro static drive. The hydraulic system is controlled by our micro-controller through PWM channels,
so that the MARS can be controlled by Cy-Eye system 2.3. In this section a preliminary calculation of
torque and traction requirements is done. With an assumed mass of 680.38 kg the force that needs to
be applied to overcome gravity can be calculated from the following equation.
Fg =
1
2
Mg (1)
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Figure 4. MARS moving out to capture soybean images
From the above equation we obtain the force to be 3337.26 N. The electric motor must also overcome
the rolling resistance of the track. The coefficient of rolling resistance is assumed to be .5 (Car tire in
sand = .5). The force of rolling resistance can be calculated from the following equation
Fr = MgCrr (2)
From the above equation we obtain the force to overcome the rolling resistance as 3337.36 N. Thus the
total force is equal to 6674.52 N. Assuming an average speed of 5 ft/s and wheel diameter of 2.08 feet,
the RPM required is given by the equation
RPM = (60 f ps)/(piD) (3)
Where f ps denotes feet moved per second and D denotes the wheel diameter. From (3) the required
RPM is 46. The average mechanical Horse Power (HP) is calculated from the product of force required
and velocity -13.63. Thus the torque from the HP and RPM is given by the equation
T = 6932.75HP/RPM (4)
T is equal to 2110 N-m which is easily realizable by a pump of maximum pressure 2.5Kpsi. The
problem of finding the overcoming force for traction is solved in a manner similar to the motor torque
problem. The force pushing the rover down the incline of 30 degrees will be same as from (1). Traction
force must overcome this force for the rover to move up the hill. The coefficient of friction between a
rubber track and loose soil is found to be .8. The Traction force can be calculated from the following
equation
Ft =
√
2
2
Ct Mg (5)
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Figure 5. Functional design tree
From (5) the required force is 4624.30 N .The total force would again be obtained by the sum of156
the above two forces. Since the force is greater than the force pushing the rover down the hill, the rover157
will be able to climb the hill.158
2.2.4. Auto-steer159
In this section, the automatic steering system for the phenotyping robot is described. The purpose160
of the autosteer is to automatically guide the robot along the field tracks using a GPS based navigation161
system. Use of autosteer technology in precision agriculture can be found in [13], [14], [15]. The162
primary challenges faced by the autosteer system in this project are:163
1. Low power consumption : The steering unit as a whole should be much better off consuming the164
lowest possible amount of power possible as it is a crucial factor in the utilization of power by165
the imaging system consisting of the actuators moving the hyper spectral camera, the lighting166
system and the hyper spectral camera itself. Considering the long hours of operation in the field167
for data collection, the power consumption of the autosteer should be minimal.168
2. Parallel operation : In several situations a driver may be monitoring the functioning of the robotic169
system, and may need to manually override the system in case of emergencies, thus a two way170
control is desirable.171
3. Compact and robust system : Considering the operating conditions of uneven ground and dirt,172
the autosteer should be able to last for a long time. Also it should not cause any safety concerns173
for the driver in case of monitoring operations. Before moving on to the actual implementation174
of autosteer the implementation of steering on the robot is discussed. A hydraulic power steer175
is used to aid the driver in case she needs to drive manually. The base of the steering wheel is176
connected to a spool valve with spring return which opens to either side based on the direction177
steered by the driver. The opening of the spool valve completes the connection from the high178
pressure line of the pump to one of the sides of a single acting hydraulic ram. Based on the179
direction steered by the driver, the ram either pushes or contracts. The acting side of the ram is180
connected to a common bar using revolute joint. The common bar connects both the wheel hubs181
using two revolute joints.182
Three possible options were evaluated for implementing the auto steer:183
1. External electro-mechanical system on top of steering wheel: In this system, a sprocket would184
be welded to the base of the steering wheel rod, and a chain drive would be connected to an185
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Figure 6. Close up views of various parts of MARS- (a) Electric actuated hydaulic flow control valve, (b)
Winch to engage and disengage camera system along with vertical camera motion screw, (c) Switching
relays, arduino and autosteer controller (battery at back) (d) Front view of MARS with laptop as main
controller (e) Acceleration actuator solenoid pushing the directional valve on pump (f) Linear actuator
solenoid, fuel tank, and engine (g) Detachable Imaging system block (h) Generator for artificial lighting
and hydraulic pump
external servo motor. The major limitations of the system would be high power consumption and186
relatively longer assembly time as it would require design of mounting points for the chain drive187
keeping in mind the safely of the drive. Additionally, the control would be relatively complex in188
case the driver wants to override the autosteer.189
2. Electric steering along with electronic control unit: This would require an electric motor steering190
instead of hydraulic power steering.The major limitation of this system is in the high cost of191
the entire system, and relatively longer times in establishing the control algorithms due to192
involvement of a lot of parameters in the ECU. This system too is expected to consume high193
power.194
3. Electronic hydraulic flow control valve in tandem with hydraulic power steer: In this195
implementation, the high pressure connections from the pump and the connections to either side196
of the ram is fed to a three way flow control valve. The flow rate is calibrated using an external197
flow control valve in series to the electronic double solenoid valve. A linear potentiometer198
installed on the single acting side of the hydraulic ram provides the necessary feedback to199
control the amount of time the valve remains open in one of the three directions. The circuit is200
summarized in Fig. 7. The following circuit is also actually implemented in this paper.201
Based on the hydraulic circuit conceived, a control model is formulated for the autosteer and is202
presented in Fig 8. It takes in the difference of the desired value of steering angle and the sensed value203
of the current steering angle based on linear potentiometer attached to the hydraulic ram( hence giving204
us xh ) and applies it to the controller. A PI controller would be sufficient for the desired purpose. The205
justification for the estimated plant model can be found in the section on navigation control.206
2.2.5. Imaging System207
The imaging system of the MARS was designed with the motive of capturing RGB as well as208
hyperspectral images of plants of interest in the shortest amount of time and with minimum loss of209
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Figure 7. Hydraulic autosteer schematic
Figure 8. Control block diagram
image quality. It consists of five main subsystems: The camera system, he camera platform system, the210
shading system, the camera movement system and, the camera mount and lighting system.211
2.2.6. Hyperspectral Camera System212
The hyperspectral camera used in research is a Pika XC line scanning imager from Resonon.213
The hyperspectral camera captures data in the form of layers, at a wider range than the visible light214
spectrum. Line scanning means that the stage moves while the camera is stationary and the image is215
collected one line at a time. This camera captures a range from 400-1000 nm divided into 240 wavebands.216
So there are 240 layers with each layer being a black and white reflectance map showing levels of217
reflectance at each specific waveband. The lighting provides even illumination over 350-2500nm which218
is necessary for hyperspectral data collection. And the camera is calibrated to a white reference bar219
prior to each day of imaging so that lighting conditions are standardized. Hyperspectral camera offers220
extended wavelengths as well as advantage for early disease detection because we’re able to observe221
internal symptom development before we can visually see the development of disease symptoms. Fig 9222
illustrates a 1000x1000x125 hyperspectral image of soybean plant canopy captured using a snapshot223
hyperspectral camera. The hyperspectral image consists of 125 wavelengths from a range of 450-950224
nm at a spectral sampling interval of 4nm.225
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Figure 9. Hyperspectral image of a soybean plant canopy
2.2.7. Camera Platform System226
The camera platform system consists of two parts. The first part is four 80/20 aluminum bars.227
Those bars are connected in a rectangular shape of length 68.2 inches and width 60.5 inches. An 18 inch228
by 3 inches by 1/4-inch steel plate is bolted to each transverse bar’s center. Each steel plate has two,229
2-inch diameter, cylindrical rods welded 13 inches apart. Each rod is 2.5 inches long and has chamfered230
ends of distance 1.5 inch. These rods fit in a counterpart on the second part of the camera platform231
system that is fixed to the MARS. This is the point of engagement and disengagement between the232
camera platform system and the MARS. Once the platform is disconnected from its counterparts, it233
rests on four 35-inch-long legs. Two legs are connected at the rear end of the longitudinal bars, and234
the other two at 58.2 inches from the rear end. Next, four electrically powered linear actuators are235
mounted at the bottom of each leg to disengage the platform from the counterparts on the MARS.236
The actuators are connected to four 12 inches by 12 inches by 1/8-inch steel sheets that act as feet to237
reduce pressure and prevent the actuator from sinking into the ground. The second part of the camera238
platform system are the counterparts that the platform is fixed on. These are flat steel plates are like239
the other two but with holes instead of rods. Each of these is fixed on 14-inch 80/20 aluminum that are240
perpendicular to MARS main axis. All 80/20 connections are done using anchors. Figure 10 shows the241
design in detail.242
2.2.8. Shading System243
The shading system was designed in order to block direct light from the sun from reaching the244
hyperspectral camera and interfering with image capturing of the Pika XC hyperspectral camera.245
Two risks were identified through the Design Failure Mode Effect Analysis (DFMEA) that have a246
Risk Priority Number (RPN) higher than 120 which was considered an RPN high enough to lead to247
additional consideration. Those two risks were the shading material tearing or the shading system248
tipping. Initially the design was to place the shading on the camera platform system. After calculations249
were completed it was identified that this option would not be feasible with the average wind speeds250
in Iowa. The calculations for tipping are shown in table 1 Variations in wind speed would also lead251
to vibration transfer to the hyperspectral camera. For these reasons the shading frame was mounted252
to the rover and not the camera movement system. Separating the shading from the camera frame253
ensured that the hyperspectral camera would be under the most ideal conditions possible in an outdoor254
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Figure 10. The frame design for camera platform
Table 1. Risk assessment for tipping of shade to wind speeds
Vehicle speed(ft/s) Tipping Force(F) Moment(lb.ft) Wind speed (mph) Force per unit area(F/A)
5 1.213 2.274 3.409 0.000
10 4.851 9.095 6.818 0.001
15 10.914 20.463 10.227 0.002
20 19.402 36.379 13.636 0.003
25 30.316 56.842 17.045 0.005
30 43.655 81.853 20.455 0.008
35 59.419 111.411 23.864 0.011
40 77.609 145.516 27.273 0.014
setting. Mounting the shading frame to the heavy rover also mitigated the risk that the shading system255
would tip over. Next, the shading material was chosen to minimize the risk of tearing, degrading256
due to exposure to the sun, the ability to block out light, and ability to minimize heat build-up from257
exposure to radiation from the sun. The BOLD, blackout light deprivation tarp, made by Americover258
was found to be the ideal solution. The BOLD tarp is specially designed for greenhouses. The tarp259
is made from a mix of polyethylene resins and is scrim reinforced. This ensures that the tarp is tear260
resistant and is strong enough to withstand the expected conditions, and polyethylene also does not261
degrade in sunlight. The tarp consists of two layers. First, the inner black layer contains carbon black262
which ensures total light deprivation. Next, the outer layer is white and contains UV inhibitors and263
thermal stabilizers to reduce heat and condensation build-up. The Bold tarp was specially designed to264
minimize every risk that had been identified with the shading material, and that is why it was chosen.265
The geometry of the shading system is shown in Figure 11 . It was chosen in order to minimize size,266
limit light introduced to the hyperspectral camera, and fit around other parts of the rover.267
2.2.9. Camera Mount and Lighting System268
The camera and lighting system was constructed in two main assembles. One of the assemblies269
was the fabrication of the lighting frame. This frame was constructed using 1 inch outside dimension270
square 6063 aluminum tubing with 1/8-inch wall thickness. This material was selected because it271
provided flat surfaces for simple fastening of the sections using aluminum corner brackets and for272
mounting the lights to while also being a lightweight material that kept the weight of the lighting273
frame to a minimum Four purchased corner brackets and 16 1/4-20 bolts are used to construct the274
frame into a square which measures 9 in on the inside and 11 in on the outside. This frame will be275
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Figure 11. The shade design for camera platform
assembled to the camera bracket in a way that the light frame will completely encompass the bracket276
and the hyperspectral camera as shown in figure 12.277
The second major assembly of the camera and lighting system is the camera bracket which is278
a mount that secures the hyperspectral and GoPro cameras to the camera movement system. This279
bracket is comprised of two 1/4-inch-thick A36 low carbon structural steel that are cut and drilled to280
specific dimensions and two equal sized support bars of 1018 steel cut to the proper dimensions. One281
plate is fabricated to hold both the Pika XC hyperspectral and GoPro cameras while the other plate is282
fabricated to fasten the camera mounting plate to the camera movement system and to secure the belt283
for the horizontal pulley system. A 1 foot by 2-foot plate of the A36 steel was purchased and cut to the284
size using a combination of the band saw and horizontal band saw. To secure the lighting frame to285
the camera bracket, a steel brace was designed. This brace was fabricated from a 1/8-inch-thick steel286
plate and is cut to be 9-inch-long and 1 inch wide. Two tabs of the same material were fabricated to287
be 2-inch-long and 1 inch wide. The tabs were fixed to the 9-inch brace component with the use of288
MIG welding only to the inside of the seams of the tabs and back. Finally, once both subassemblies289
are built, and assembled to one another the cameras and lights were secured in the proper locations290
using bolts which have been purchased. The Pika XC camera had a 3D printed housing created from a291
SolidWorks CAD model. The inside of this housing will possess a layer of the vibration isolation pad292
to additionally limit vibration to the camera. Another layer of the isolation pad will also be placed293
between the metal of the camera bracket face plate and the camera housing for the same purpose. The294
vibration isolation pad will be cut using shears and a hole drilled using a drill press. Gorilla glue will295
be used to adhere the pads to the surfaces.296
2.2.10. Camera Motion Control297
Here we provide a brief overview of the factors involved in camera motion control system through298
figure 14. Through proper experimentation each of the relevant control parameters were found out.299
Additional option is presented to users of the system to change the parameters as they wish.300
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Figure 12. The camera mount design
2.2.11. Controller Formulation301
In this system, we will develop a very basic control for navigation of the MARS based on the302
coordinates mapped by the RTK-GPS navigation system. The first step is to model the non-holonomic303
constraints and develop a kinematic equation. The following assumptions are taken for motion of the304
MARS:305
1. No slippage.306
2. Low angles of steering which reduces the problem formulation to a problem very similar to307
bicycle motion, in which considering the motion of only front and rear wheels of one side of the308
vehicle is enough.309
Let u and v be the coordinates with respect to the centre of gravity of the vehicle and (x,y) be310
the coordinates in the frame of RTK-GPS. Figure 9 shows the frames and the associated directions.311
From [16], the kinematic equations combined with the dynamic equations can be obtained and written312
in the state-space form as the set of following equations313
x˙ =
[
cos(θ)− btan(φ)sin(θ)
l
]
u (6a)
y˙ =
[
sin(θ) +
btan(φ)cos(θ)
l
]
v (6b)
θ˙ =
tan(φ)
l
u (6c)
u˙ =
u(b2m + J)φ˙tan(φ)
γ
+
l2cos(φ)2Fd
γ
(6d)
Fd = g(u, v1) (6e)
φ˙ = h(φ, v2) (6f)
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Figure 14. Horizontal (top) and Vertical (bottom) camera movement
The equation for gamma is given by γ = cos(φ)2
[
l2m + (b2m + J)(tan(φ)2)
]
314
Thus v1 and v2 are the two control variables. g(t) and h(t) are arbitrary functions of the variables
u, v1 ,v2 and φ .More precisely, v1 is the input voltage to the linear actuator that controls the throttle to
the pump which in turn controls the flow rate to the hydraulic motor and hence the driving force of
the MARS. v2 is the input voltage to the three way solenoid controlled on-off valve which actuates the
hydraulic ram in either direction and hence varies the steering angle φ of the MARS. The load torque
on the hydraulic motor when the flow is varied using a valve is given by the valve control of motor
motion (VCMM) equation as follows.
Ps =
D2mN2m
3600η2vmK2vt
+
2piTl
ηmmDm
(7)
In the control law formulation, Ps will be assumed to be constant throughout operation over time.
Also the motor displacement is constant over time. In the simplest case it is assumed that the valve
coefficient is linearly proportional to the displacement x of the linear actuator and the force exerted by
the linear actuator is directly proportional to the applied control voltage v1. Also it may be assumed
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Figure 15. General coordinates for simplified car like robot
that load torque at the output of motor is directly proportional to the driving force and rpm from the
equation above is directly proportional to the velocity along the axis of the vehicle u. This gives rise to
three states as shown in the following equations.
x˙s = x (8a)
x˙ = Ksv1 (8b)
Fd = Ps − k1u
2
x2s
(8c)
As mentioned in the section of autosteer, the three way hydraulic valve can be assumed to contain315
a bidirectional needle valve for adjusting the flow rate in both the directions which is used for actuating316
the hydraulic ram turning the wheels left and right. Thus the steering angle φ is linearly proportional317
to the displacement xh of the hydraulic ram. let xh = Kφφ318
For controlling the 3 way valve a bidirectional needle valve is used and the number of turns on
the needle screw is linearly proportional to the flow rate across the valve. The flow rate across the
valve and to the piston affects the pressure difference across the piston which varies according to the
square of flow rate. If the needle valve is controlled by a linear actuator, the force on the screw is
proportional to the control voltage v2. To summarize, we have the following set of equations for the
states.
φ˙ =
xh1
Kφ
(9a)
˙xh1 =
KpP− Cxh1
M
(9b)
P˙ = Kttt1 (9c)
t˙1 = Kvv2 (9d)
t˙ = t1 (9e)
In the above equations C is the damping constant for the hydraulic circuit, and Kp is the constant319
associated with pressure difference. Thus the control flow diagram for the autosteer of the MARS is320
obtained as shown in the earlier section on autosteer in figure 8. For simplicity the constants starting321
from 1/(Kφ),(Kp/M),(−C/M),Kt and Kv is replaced by simple constants K1 to K7.322
2.3. System Architecture323
In order to send waypoints and monitor the position and attitude of rovers and MARS, we link324
the ground robots to our ground control station , which is a part of a larger system called Cy-Eye. Both325
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rover and MARS communicate with each other through Cy-Eye. The system, shown in Fig 16, is a326
fully autonomous waypoint based system that consists of a centralized multi-robot ground station327
that can assign target points for every robot, and generate waypoints on the given field map. Since328
Cy-Eye system is a fully autonomous GPS waypoint based system, navigation is entirely calculated329
on-board based on the given waypoints. Unlike most current systems that require a human to remotely330
control them, the centralized ground station sends each robot a list of generated waypoints. After331
each robot receives the waypoints, the onboard controller with on-board sensors can navigate each332
robot to follow the given path, and eventually reach to the target. We also use this station to initiate333
commands, and monitor rovers’ status while in operation. It takes in a pre-generated GPS waypoints334
array for each rover before a human initiates the experiment. Then, it transmits the waypoints to each335
rover through the Wi-Fi network. Once each rover received the waypoint, an operator can initiate the336
imaging process. During the process, the operator can view live image and collected data through337
the graphic user interface. The robots send back their GPS locations every second. The operator338
interacts with the robots by viewing and operating the ground station only. The collected data will be339
saved both on-board and in the ground control station. If emergency occurs, the operator is able to340
interrupt the process by switching into manual mode. Meanwhile, the ground station is responsible341
for coordinating the path for multiple robots based on UDP protocol for collision avoidance. After342
two pre-generated waypoints overlap, it will calculate two alternate non-overlapping waypoints and343
update the original waypoints.344
The system uses Wi-Fi network to communicate over the local network or internet between the345
ground station and the robots. The protocal is based on Mavlink and UDP.346
Wi-Fi	Wireless	(Mavlink,	UDP)	 Ethernet	Cable	 Coaxial	Cable	
Wi-Fi	
Router	
Wi-Fi	
Booster	
Internet	Module	
Internet	
External	Network	
Control	StaDon	(UDP)	
Local	Network	
Control	StaDon	
Rovers	
Base	StaDon	
Figure 16. Architecture of Cy-Eye.
2.4. Micro-Controller and Sensors347
The micro-controller on-board is a common Linux-based computer, Raspberry Pi 3 [17], with348
a Hardware Attached on Top , Navio2. Navio2 shows in Fig 17 has already integrated many349
sensors, which include GPS receiver, barometer, accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers.350
It extends Raspberry Pi’s GPIO pins into PWM, UART ADC, and I2C interfaces for add-on sensors351
and communication devices. It accepts 14 channels of PWM output for motors and servos. Some of352
sensors we have integrated in this system includes RGB camera, telemetry radio, RTK-GPS, and laser353
range finder. Since Raspberry Pi is commonly available and highly scalable both in terms of the type354
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of sensors and the number of sensor nodes [18], it makes the addition of new hardware and software355
module even more straightforward. The Raspberry Pi’s GPU allows some basic image processing356
on-board possible. The total weight of this robot controller is only 75g. It can be easily mounted on357
most of the off-the-shelf robot platforms so that an off-the-shelf robot platform can be easily turned358
into an autonomous robot inside of the Cy-Eye system.359
Figure 17. Micro-controller
2.5. Software Integration360
As an experimental tool, the focus of this testbed is to enable researchers to test a wide variety of361
multi-vehicle related algorithms and implementations in a real environment. Our goal was to develop362
a system that allows users to easily integrate and control different robots. It should provide navigation363
function to researches allowing them concentrate on the core algorithm being experimented.364
To allow any robot to navigate autonomously, we programmed the controller to make it to follow365
the way-points either given by human or generated by a computer through customizing an open366
source autopilot software, called ArduPilot [19]. It is an autopilot software capable of controlling367
almost any common vehicle system, from conventional airplanes, multi-rotors and helicopters, to368
cars and boats and even submarines. Almost any mobile machine can be easily transformed into a369
autonomous robot, by simply integrating the micro-controller mentioned in 2.4. Robot Operating370
System (ROS), a widely used software framework for robotics community, is also supported. It allows371
users to easily implement the existing algorithms or programs on our platform Cy-Eye. We customized372
the autopilot software to support peer-to-peer communication, which made decentralized experiments373
possible.374
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2.6. Middleware and Architecture375
Figure 18. Robot architecture
Figure 16 shows the diagram of the components and setup of the communication system between376
robots and ground station. Figure 18 is a high-level view of the Cy-eye architecture. In the GUI377
layer, the ground control station is a graphic user interface which integrated with mission control can378
manage waypoints and data collection points.379
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Figure 19. Screen shot of APM Planner 2.0
The ground control station is compatible with multiple operating systems. The one we integrated380
in our testbed is an open-source software application, called APM Planner 2.0 [20] shown in Fig. 19,381
that can be run on Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. More importantly, it displays and logs real-time382
information on position, attitude, and sensors data for multiple vehicles. It can also be used to control383
robots in experiment. We customized the ground control station for uploading mission commands.384
In addition to receiving flight control commands from computers, this architecture is also flexible.385
In the communication layer, telemetry radios made the decentralized experiments possible. Robots are386
able to communicate directly with others without a ground control station. Each vehicle is identified387
by a unique ID number. Decentralized algorithms can be implemented on autopilot by modifying the388
on-board control program.389
The Micro-controller described in section 2.4 is capable of controlling almost any common390
vehicle system, from conventional airplanes, multi-rotors and helicopters, to cars and boats and391
even submarines. Almost any mobile machine can be easily transformed into a autonomous robot.392
Since the autopilot software is running on a Linux system, this made virtually infinite control range393
using either Wi-Fi or 4G/LTE through Internet. And 256 robots can be simultaneously deployed for394
experiments, which is more than enough for most of researchers. The UART, ADC, I2C, and four395
standard USB and 9 unused PWM interfaces even made the add-on sensors and communication396
devices possible.397
2.7. Current Application398
This section presents the current application that is implemented on the robot system. We present399
the informative sampling technique for robots in the field in order to minimize the total distance400
traveled by the robot for energy saving. Issues involving this waypoint generation process include as401
to how to pick the next visiting points move in the field, and how to model the environment based on402
data collected. For tackling such issues, the Gaussian Process (GP) and information-theoretic metric,403
i.e., Mutual Information (MI) are adopted correspondingly. We first introduce the GP for learning the404
environment model. Then we present an assignment and scheduling algorithm for the robots to reach405
their goal positions. The assignment algorithm minimizes the total distance traveled by the robot, and406
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the scheduling algorithm minimizes the total time taken by the robots to reach their goal based on407
minimized paths.408
2.7.1. Gaussian Process409
A GP is a stochastic process (where random variables are collected from some set) such that410
for any finite subset obtained from the collection has a multivariate Gaussian distribution [21]. GP’s411
prediction performance depends on the covariance matrix and the input training data set. The412
covariance matrix is obtained by defining and choosing the prior covariance function which identifies413
the relationship between two independent data points. The selection of prior covariance function is414
essentially important for constructing the covariance matrix. In other words, the covariance function415
defines the nearness or similarity of data points.416
We formally describe how to use GP for prediction. Let S = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, xi ∈ Rd, yi ∈ R be
a training set, where yi is an observation of Gaussian Process of f (x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′)) at location
xi. k(x, x′) is defined as the covariance function of a real GP of f . We assume a noisy version of
measurement of yi as follows
yi = f (xi) + ei, i = 1, . . . , n (10)
where eis are i.i.d White noise variables with variance σ2n .417
Now, let M = {(xi∗, yi∗)}mi=1 be a set of i.i.d. test data set obtained from the same unknown418
distribution as S. For compactness, let419
1. X = [(x1)T ; (x2)T ; . . . ; (xn)T ] ∈ Rn×d be training input;420
2. X∗ = [(x1∗)T ; (x2∗)T ; . . . ; (xm∗ )T ] ∈ Rm×d be test input;421
3. f∗ = [ f (x1∗); f (x2∗); . . . ; f (xm∗ )] ∈ Rm be function values corresponding to test input;422
4. y = [y1; y2; . . . ; yn] ∈ Rn be training output;423
In a GP, the marginal distribution over any subset of inputs must have a joint multivariate
Gaussian distribution. Therefore, in this context, for training and test data sets, we have[22][
y
f∗
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
K(X, X) + σ2n I K(X, X∗)
K(X∗, X) K(X∗, X∗)
])
(11)
where K(·, ·) represent covariance matrices, K(X, X) ∈ Rn×n, K(X, X∗) ∈ Rn×m, K(X∗, X) ∈424
Rm×n, K(X∗, X∗) ∈ Rm×m, I is the n× n identity matrix.425
The last relation follows from that the sums of independent Gaussian random variables is also426
Gaussian.427
Applying the rules for conditioning Gaussians, the predictive equations can be obtained that
f∗|y, X, X∗ ∼ N (µ∗,Σ∗) (12)
where, µ∗ , K(X∗, X)(K(X, X) + σ2n I)−1y,Σ∗ , K(X∗, X∗)− K(X∗, X)(K(X, X) + σ2n I)−1K(X, X∗).428
Based on the discussion above, typically the covariance functions have some free parameters. For
this work we select squared-exponential covariance function as
k(p, q) = σ2f exp(−
1
2
(p− q)T A(p− q)) + σ2nδpq (13)
where A = diag(γ)−2. One can determine the level of correlation by the parameters γ for each429
dimension of p and q. σ2f and σ
2
n represent the variances of the prediction and noise, respectively. δpq is430
the Kronecker delta function that is 1 if p = q while 0 otherwise.431
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2.7.2. Estimation of Hyperparameters432
Based on the above discussion in the last section, we have hyperparameters σ2f , σ
2
n ,γ to be
estimated. Let w , {σ2f , σ2n ,γ}. High accuracy of estimation of hyperparameters in the covariance
functions can improve the model describing the underlying environment. In this context, we adopt
the k-fold cross-validation (CV) [22] via maximum likelihood estimation to solve the problem. As
the training data set is only available to be used for estimation, we discuss an extreme case of the
k-fold cross-validation (CV) where k = n, the number of training points such that leave-one-out
cross-validation (LOO-CV) is correspondingly used. The log-likelihood of LOO is as follows
L(X, y,w) ,
n
∑
i=1
logp(yi|X, y−i,w) (14)
where y−i denotes all outputs in the training data set except the one with index i. The explicit form of
logp(yi|X, y−i,w) can be seen in [23]. For obtaining the optimal values of hyperparameters w, we use
the gradient descent method as follows
wj(t + 1) = wj(t)− α(t)gj(wj(t)) (15)
where α(t) is the step size, gj(wj(t)) is the partial derivative of L at wj(t) for j-th hyperparameter set.433
2.7.3. Informative Motions434
Robot motions are determined by informative sampling locations, which directly affects the path
planning for a robot. For tackling the challenge of future informative sampling locations, a field
can be regarded as a discrete grid map in which each grid identifies a possible sampling location.
According to the GP, the mean and variance information associated with the measurement at each grid
can be predicted accordingly. However, the selection of sampling location is another issue such that
an information-theoretic metric for quantifying the information between the sampled locations and
unsampled locations is Mutual Information (MI). We formally summarize the MI between two data
sets, M and N as follows:
I(M; N) = I(N; M) = H(M)− H(M|N) (16)
where H(M, N), H(M|N) are entropy and conditional entropy, respectively which can be calculated
by
H(M) =
1
2
log((2pie)B |ΣMM|) (17a)
H(M|N) = 1
2
log((2pie)B |ΣM|N |) (17b)
where B is the size of M. One can calculate the covariance matrix ΣMM and ΣM|N via the posterior GP435
in Eq. 12.436
In light of the MI metric, to at most level obtain the information of true model, it is equivalent
to finding new sampling points in the unsampled part that can maximize the MI between sampled
locations and unsampled part of the map. We denote by X the entire space (including all grids) and
by D a subset of X with a certain size |D| = n. Therefore, the set of D includes the most mutual
information required for generating the best predictive model. Thus, the following optimization
problem is obtained
max I(D; X\D) (18a)
s.t. D ∈ D (18b)
where D represents all possible combinatorial sets, each of which is of size n.437
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To solve the optimization problem described above, one can adopt dynamic programming438
scheme [23] to get the optimal subset D∗. Algorithm 1 gives the set of points that need to be measured439
for the next step of the distribution estimation. It should be noted that D∗ only contains the sampling440
points that can give the most information for the purpose of best model prediction performance, but441
does not give us any information about the final path planning. The algorithm for path planning in a442
farm field is described in the next section.443
Algorithm 1 Informative Motions and Nonparametric Learning
1: Input: X, y, k covariance function, X∗, m = |X∗|
2: Output: Optimal hyperparameters w∗
3: Use X,y,k to estimate the hyperparameters in Eq. 14
4: for z = 1 : m do
5: Divide X∗ into two parts and customize one part of Xz∗ and X into N while another part of X∗
into M
6: Use posterior GP Eq. 12 to calculate the covariance matrices in Eq. 17
7: end for
8: Solve the Eq. 18
9: Include the new data point into X to update GP
10: Repeat Step 3
2.7.4. Path Planning444
At each iteration, the assignment of the robots to the goal position needs to be computed by the445
ground station, and communicated to the robots through the Wi-Fi network. In this section, we present446
an assignment and scheduling algorithm for the robots to reach their goal positions. The assignment447
algorithm minimizes the total distance traveled by the robot, and the scheduling algorithm minimizes448
the total time taken by the robots to reach their goal based on minimized paths.449
Figure 20. Two robots moving in the field. The Black robot moving toward left in between two rows.
The blue robot is moving downward on the left headland.
Let us consider a field containing m rows and n columns. The field can be represented as a graph.450
Each node in the graph is a location of a canopy. We allow only one robot on a node at the same time451
to avoid collision. Since the distance between any two adjacent columns in the field is not enough for a452
robot, the robots can only travel in between the rows, which means that they can only switch their453
rows on the two headland, illustrated in Fig. 20, at the end of each row. The nodes in the graph are454
not adjacent to the nodes above and below them, except the ones on the left and right most columns.455
The two headlands are called left path and right path. We have k robots and k goal points in the field,456
k ≤ m× n. We use a set A to represent the robots and a set B to represent the goal points.457
2.7.5. Robot-Target Assignment458
For each robot rij ∈ A such that i ∈ m, j ∈ n, in general, Breadth-first-search algorithm can be459
used to calculate the distance between the robot rij and any target tuv ∈ B such that u ∈ m, v ∈ n.460
However, in the row-crop field, a robot can either run towards the left or right, so it has two possible461
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routes to reach to each target. We select the shorter of the two paths. We use the distances to create a462
cost matrix for each robots and goal points by using the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Compute cost matrix given robots and goal points position
Input: Two matrices. A and B are robots and goal points location sets
Output: Cost matrix C
1: function COSTMATRIX(A,B)
2: for each rij do
3: for each tuv do
4: Cij = |i− u|+min(j + v, 2n− (j + v)))
5: end for
6: end for
return C
7: end function
463
With the cost matrix C, we can compute this assignment problem with a well known combinatorial464
optimization algorithm named Hungarian algorithm [24] in polynomial running time. The total sum465
of the paths between each robot and its target is minimized.466
2.7.6. Tasks Scheduling467
The planning algorithm has to ensure that two robots do not collide while they travel on their468
respective paths. Before we propose our scheduling algorithm, we present the following properties469
associated with the output of the Hungarian algorithm.470
Lemma 1. In the output of the Hungarian algorithm, two robots do not share any segment of their paths in471
which they are moving in opposite directions.472
Proof. If two robots, r1 on the left of r2, can achieve their goal points by moving in opposite directions473
and intersect at any moment, r1’s path must overlap with r2’s path. The total length of these two paths474
can be reduced by switching their goal points thereby reducing the total path length by twice the475
length of the overalapping section. However, this is a contradiction since we assumed that the initial476
paths minimized the sum of lengths of each path.477
Lemma 2. Consider a row with m robots and n goals such that m robots are only allowed to use the left path.478
1. If m > n, then there is a unique reassignment that allows m− n robots to leave the row, and the479
remaining n robots to reach their goals without any collision.480
2. If n > m, then there is a unique reassignment that allows n−m robots to enter the row, and the481
remaining m robots in the row to reach the m goal points without any collision.482
The reassignments do not change the sum of path lengths, and do not increase the total time required483
to complete the task.484
Proof. 1. Let us consider a labeling of robots {r1, . . . , rm} from left to right with the first robot on485
the left numbered as 1. Goals are labeled from left to right {g1, . . . , gn} in a similar manner. Goal486
gn is assigned to robot rm, gn−1 is assigned to rm−1, gn−2 is assigned to rm−2, and so on, until g1487
is assigned to rm−n+1. The leftover m− n robots can leave the row without any collision with488
other robots. This reassignment does not change the sum of the path lengths. Between any two489
robots being reassigned, the original travel distance for robot ri and rj are di and dj. The distance490
between ri and rj is d. After reassignment, the traveling distance for ri is dj − d, and the traveling491
distance of Rj is d + di. The total traveling distance is still di + dj. Since the total travelling492
distance remains unchanged, the total time required to complete the task will not increase either.493
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2. Consider the same labeling as in the previous case. Goal gn is assigned to robot rm, gn−1 is494
assigned to rm−1, gn−2 is assigned to rm−2, and so on, until gn−m+1 is assigned to r1. The leftover495
n−m goals can be taken care off by n−m robots entering from left path without collision. We496
sort these robots with increasing order by traveling distance to this row. Then we assign the497
leftover n−m goals from right to left with the sorted robots. Similarly, this reassignment does498
not change the sum of path lengths, and does not increase the total time required to complete the499
task.500
501
After reassignment, collision will never happen on rows. For the collision on left and right paths,502
we propose a strategy that allows the robot that has higher priority to move on to the node that is503
going to cause collision. The robot that is going to travel more distance has higher priority. Before504
each robot starts moving towards its next waypoint, if the next waypoint of robot a is same as the next505
waypoint of robot b, we let the robot which has lower priority to wait until its next waypoint is not506
conflict with other’s next waypoint. This strategy provides us a collision free scheduling on left and507
right paths.508
By using these strategies, the total traveling distance for all the robots should still be minimized.509
The total time taken to complete the entire task is the maximum of each individual robot’s task plus510
the total waiting time caused by collision avoidance.511
2.7.7. Time Complexity512
The path planning algorithm for minimizing the sum of total traveling distance over all robots is513
O(n3), where n is the number of robots. The COSTMATRIX in Algorithm 2 will take O(n2) time for514
constructing the cost matrix. Given the cost matrix, we compute the optimal assignment by Hungarian515
algorithm in O(n3) [24] steps. Reassignment process in Lemma 1 takes O(n log n) since we need to516
sort all the robots and goal points. Therefore, the entire path planning algorithm is O(n3).517
3. Result518
3.1. Experimental setup519
The experimental plot is 76cm wide between two connected rows and it has 32 by 39 soybean520
plants. We use a TP-Link AC1750 Wi-Fi router to serve as the base station to provide the communication521
between robots and control station. It provides network coverage with a 12v power supply. A RTK-GPS522
base station, Reach RS, is placed next to the Wi-Fi router to set up our RTK-GPS base station and523
provide centimeter accuracy. It streams GPS corrections data to individual robot over the network via524
TCP.525
The initial positions of the robots are randomly selected. The set of points that need to be visited526
by the robots are generated by Algorithm 1. Paths and waypoints for each robot are output of the527
path planning algorithm, described in 2.7.4. Since the waypoints for each robot are generated off line528
from Mission control 18, a human operator with a laptop only needs to start or stop data collection by529
toggling a button on graphic user interface. Each robot follows the given waypoints and collects data.530
Fig 21 shows two rovers collecting images in the experimental field at ISU and sample image collected531
by the rovers.532
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Figure 21. Rovers deployed in the soybean research field at ISU and sideways image of soybean plant.
Figure 22. Image of soybean canopy from the overhead camera mounted on the rover.
3.2. Simulation533
In this section, we presents the result for path planning algorithm. In our simulations, we consider534
a planar environment as our field, and our goal is to estimate the distribution of a scalar field based535
on adaptive sampling with a group of mobile robots equipped with sensors. The environment and536
the scalar function can be a agricultural plant area and any phenomena which is distributed spatially,537
respectively. We consider the scalar function as the distribution of an IDC value in a farm field.538
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we use synthesized data, generated539
based on 2D Gaussian distribution. We assume that the intensity of the scalar function is in proportion540
to the probability density function of a bimodal Gaussian distribution with the following mean and541
covariance values.542
µ1 =
[
−1
−1
]
σ1 =
[
0.2 .3
0.3 1
]
µ2 =
[
1
0.2
]
σ2 =
[
0.4 .2
0.2 .1
]
.
We discretize the field into a grid map, and we associate each grid with a target value which543
describes the intensity of disease in the plant. Fig 23 shows the distribution of infected plants in the544
field. We pick 10% of grid points randomly as the training set, and we collect the new data points based545
on the aforementioned algorithm. We consider 3 robots(i.e. n = 3), initially deployed in 3 different546
positions in the field. At each step, three sample points are picked, based on Algorithm 1. Each robot is547
associated to a sample point, based on total distance traveled by the robots, to reach the sample points548
from the current positions. The evolution of estimation during sampling steps are shown in Fig 23. We549
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Figure 23. The plot at the top shows the heat-map of a scalar function between 0 and 1, in a planar
field. The middle plot shows the initial distribution of the estimation. The bottom plot is the final
distribution estimation after informative sampling.
compared the error computed from the difference of mean value of the estimated distribution with the550
truth data. Total number of sampling operation is 30, and Fig 24 shows the histogram of error for this551
30 cases along collecting data in different steps. It reveals an average decrease in the estimation error552
with increase in the number of iterations.553
In the second simulation, we examine the real data, collected from a soybean field. Fig 22 shows554
the sample data we collected from the real soybean field by using a rover. Fig 25 shows the real555
distribution of IDC value in the field. The intensity of yellowness in each plant is quantified between556
0 and 5 as IDC value. We apply our algorithm on a field, which is a 8 by 39 grid points. We pick 30557
points randomly as a training set. In order to get a new sample point, we follow the Algorithm 1, and558
it leads to the informative path.559
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Figure 24. Histogram of error.
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Figure 25. The plot on the top shows the heat-map of IDC values, scaled between 0 and 5, in a soybean
field. The plot in the middle shows the initial distribution estimation. The bottom figure is the final
distribution estimation after informative sampling.
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Table 2. Output performance summary
Time per picture (seconds) 6.00
Time to raise and lower system per 2 plants (s/drop) 4.29
Plants per drop (plants/drop) 2.00
Diameter of a plant (feet) 2.50
plants per row (plants) 100.00
Max camera speed (ft/s) 0.42
Maximum Vehicle speed (ft/s) 4.40
time to scan 100 Plants (minutes) 14.52
Plants scanned in an hour 413.269
Plants in 8 hour day 3306.15
Figure 26. Two consecutive path planning algorithm simulation. The image on the left is when t = i,
and the image on the right is when t = i + 1. Red dots indicate the position of the robots. Blue dots
represent the location of the sample points.
Figure 26 shows the path planning and assignment for two consecutive iterations. On the left560
part of Figure 26 is the first round of simulation, and the right part is the second round. It shows the561
assignment for robots and goals. Blue dots indicate goal points and red dots represent robots. Index562
of robots is on top of red dots, and index of goal points is below blue dots. The robot will visit the563
goal point that has same index number. A video accompanying the submission shows the paths of the564
robots and the IDC estimates as the iterations progress for several simulation scenarios.565
3.3. MARS performance566
In this section we present a detailed summary of MARS as a vehicle and its performance and567
resource usage in the worst case scenario. Table 2 while describing all the subtasks demanded from568
the robot, also sets benchmark metrics for doing such tasks. Table 3 sets benchmarks for power usage569
across various components of the system.570
4. Conclusions571
In this paper, we presented the design, construction and deployment of a lightweight distributed572
multi-robot system for row crop phenotypic data collection. Next, we presented an entropy-based573
informative path planning technique for the robots to navigate in the field. This involves a Gaussian574
process model for the robots to sample the field to obtain the goal positions of each robot. Next, we575
proposed a collision-free path planning algorithms for the multiple robots to reach their goal positions576
in a row crop field. Finally, we presented a deployment scenario for the robots in the field.577
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Table 3. Resource usage summary
Quantity Watts Total Watts Hours Watt hours Volts Amps
lap top computer 1 60 60 12 720 19 3.157895
lights 2 70 140 12 1680 15 9.333333
stepper motors 3 6.666667 20 12 240 n/a 3.15
arduino 1 0.35 0.35 12 4.2 7 0.05
Pika XC 1 2.5 2.5 12 30 8 0.3125
kinect Camera 1 3.75 3.75 12 45 5 0.75
total power required 3339
total amps 16.00373
Inverter efficiency 0.8
As a part of our future work, we plan to modify the rover design to make it suitable for a wider578
range of phenotyping activities. Another direction of future work is to add aerial vehicles into the579
multi-robot system to acquire multi-resolution phenotyping capabilities.580
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